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About this document 

This is Ofcom’s annual, in-depth look at the coverage of broadband and mobile networks of the UK 

and its Nations. 

As communications play an increasingly critical role in our lives, the supporting infrastructure must 

keep pace with the needs of people and businesses. 

Part of Ofcom’s role is to help ensure that people across the UK can access a decent internet service, 

and make phone calls where and when they need to.  

This annual report tracks communications providers’ progress in increasing the availability of good 

communications, and how the UK’s networks are responding to changing needs of people and 

businesses.  

This Scotland report tracks the communications providers’ progress in growing the availability of 

good communications in Scotland, and how the changes that are underway ensure that the 

networks respond to changing consumer needs.       
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1. Connected Nations – Scotland 

Key findings 

1.1 Access to high quality fixed and mobile internet services is vital to our increasingly online 

social and economic lives. The coverage of communications services across Scotland has 

increased significantly in recent years but there are still many areas where broadband 

speeds are inadequate and where mobile coverage is poor. 

1.2 The latest Connected Nations report for Scotland shows that: 

a) Fixed broadband: 

• superfast broadband availability continues to increase and now reaches 87% of 

premises in Scotland; 

• six percent of premises in Scotland still struggle to get decent broadband services, a 

connection which provides a download speed of at least 10Mbit/s and an upload 

speed of at least 1Mbit/s, particularly in rural areas of Scotland1; 

• just over 5% of premises are unable to get a download speed of at least 10Mbit/s; 

• a significant number of consumers could be getting faster speeds by upgrading, with 

only 39% of connections in Scotland actually delivering superfast speeds;  

• coverage of full fibre services has more than doubled, but is still only available to 1% 

of premises; and 

• average monthly data consumption in Scotland has increased significantly from last 

year. 

 

b) Mobile voice and data: 

• mobile voice services from all four operators now covers 87% of premises in 

Scotland; 

• geographic voice and data coverage from all four operators has improved (40% and 

31% respectively) but still lags behind the rest of the UK; 

• there remain large areas of Scotland’s landmass where it is not possible to receive a 

mobile voice (22%) or mobile data (33%) service; 

• geographic 4G coverage in Scotland has increased to 17% from 6% but still 

significantly lags behind the rest of the UK; and 

• challenges remain in delivering mobile coverage to consumers on the move, with 

only 46% of Scotland’s A&B roads covered by mobile voice services. 

 

                                                           

1 We consider that this is the minimum level of broadband performance required for internet access to services such as 

web browsing, email and certain video services. 
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Figure 1: Key facts about Scotland 

Figure Scotland UK 

Population 5.4 million (mid-2016 estimate) 65.65 million (mid-2016 estimate)  

Age profile Population aged <16: 16.9% 

Population aged 65+: 18.5% 

Population <16: 18.9% 

Population aged 65+: 18.0% 

Population density 60 people per square kilometer 271 people per square kilometer 

Language 1.7% of the population aged 3+ have 

Gaelic language skills (2011) 

n/a 

Unemployment  4.7% of economically active population, 

aged 16 and over 

4.6% of economically active population, 

aged 16 and over 

Income and 

expenditure  

Weekly household income: £720 

Weekly household expenditure: £481.70 

Weekly household income: £781 

Weekly household expenditure: £527.70 

Source: Ofcom’s Communications Market Report 2017 

1.3 Most of Scotland’s population is concentrated along the Central Belt and throughout the 

east coast. There are other reasonably dense centers of population across the rest of 

Scotland but these are small and widely spaced. The north-west of Scotland has a more 

rugged landscape, with some areas featuring mountain ranges and large bodies of water. 

1.4 Figure 2 below shows the levels of light pollution across the UK. It offers an insight into 

where premises are located and demonstrates the uneven spread of the population in 

Scotland. 
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Figure 2: Light pollution map of the United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland 

 

Source: Campaign to Protect Rural England (data from 2000) 

1.5 Both these factors (low population density and difficult terrain) present major challenges 

to the rollout of communications services across Scotland. They make it difficult for 

communications providers to provide a high quality of service to as many premises as 

possible at a reasonable cost per connection. 

Improving the availability of communications services in Scotland 

1.6 Ofcom continues to work with the Scottish Government, UK Government and industry to 

improve communications services for all consumers. Our aim is to ensure consumers and 

businesses benefit from a range of communications products and services, with the market 

providing good outcomes in terms of choice, price, quality, investment and innovation. We 

do this by ensuring that markets can work effectively, through regulation where 

appropriate, so that consumers can gain from the benefits of competition. 
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1.7 We recognise that there have been significant improvements in mobile and broadband 

connectivity in Scotland in recent years. However, a lack of competition in rural areas can 

(for the reasons described above) mean that the usual regulatory levers are not as 

effective at delivering good outcomes for all consumers. 

1.8 As we have noted in the past, regulatory solutions alone are unlikely to drive the rollout of 

infrastructure to the most rural areas of Scotland. In these instances, it may be necessary 

for Government to take appropriate measures, such as introducing coverage obligations or 

provide subsidies to prompt infrastructure investment. But there is also a role for the 

industry to examine how it approaches these issues and to deliver a step change in service 

for all consumers in Scotland. We continue to believe that collaboration and constructive 

dialogue will assist in this. 

1.9 We intend to hold a ‘Connected Nations’ event in early 2018 at the Ofcom Scotland offices 

in Edinburgh. We invite all our stakeholders to join us and contribute to the wider policy 

discussion. 
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2. Background to the report 

Background 

2.1 Under the Communications Act 2003 ('the Act') Ofcom is required to submit a report to the 

Secretary of State every three years, describing the state of the electronic communications 

networks and services in the UK.2  

2.2 We published the first report in 2011 and recognised, at that time, that some aspects of 

the communications infrastructure were developing rapidly and/or were of particular 

interest to Government and industry stakeholders. We therefore committed to providing 

updates on an annual basis, focusing on the areas of greatest change, such as coverage and 

capacity of fixed and mobile networks.  

2.3 We present a detailed description of our data sources and methodologies in Annex 1 and in 

our main Connected Nations UK report.3 

Improving the information available to stakeholders 

2.4 Alongside this report, we are updating the tools launched last year to help consumers and 

other stakeholders find out more about fixed and mobile services in the UK: 

a) App for mobile phones and tablet PCs, which enables consumers to find out more 

about the fixed broadband and mobile services that are available at their address and 

test the speed of their fixed and mobile connections. A web-based tool is also available 

for use on desktop and laptop computers. 

b) Online visualisation tool, which presents the key highlights from this year’s report in 

an intuitive and graphical way. The tool allows the user to view some of the data and 

narrative from the reports in a more interactive format. 

2.5 We are publishing a short summary aimed at consumers to highlight the key themes and 

messages that have emerged in this year’s Connected Nations report.  Alongside this we 

are also publishing reports focusing on developments in each of the nations.  

2.6 As in previous years, we will also be making data available to download via our website. 

We recognise the value in making this data available to third parties for their own analysis 

and we continue to work as part of our broader open data initiative to explore ways in 

which to further improve this. 

2.7 We welcome comments from consumers and stakeholders on the report. Please contact us 

at connectednationsreport@ofcom.org.uk. 

                                                           

2 http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/24/section/1   
ss. 134A and 134B of the Act. The Digital Economy Act 2017 added a new s.134AA on additional reports. Additional reports 
may be published in such manner as Ofcom consider appropriate (s.134AA(2) of the Act). 
3 https://www.ofcom.org.uk/research-and-data/multi-sector-research/infrastructure-research/connected-nations-
2017/main-report  

mailto:connectednationsreport@ofcom.org.uk
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/24/section/1
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/research-and-data/multi-sector-research/infrastructure-research/connected-nations-2017/main-report
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/research-and-data/multi-sector-research/infrastructure-research/connected-nations-2017/main-report
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3. Fixed broadband services in Scotland 

Fixed broadband Scorecard for 20174 

Fixed broadband networks Scotland UK 

Coverage of broadband faster than: 
  

>=2Mbit/s 99% 99% 

>=5Mbit/s 97% 98% 

>=10Mbit/s 95% 97% 

Superfast broadband coverage 
(% of premises with >=30Mbit/s) 

87% 91% 

Superfast broadband coverage in rural areas  
(% of premises with >=30Mbit/s) 

56% 66% 

Superfast lines delivering superfast speeds (% of premises – 
indicative of superfast take-up) 

39% 43% 

Average broadband speed (download) 42Mbit/s 44Mbit/s 

Average broadband speed (upload) 5Mbit/s 6Mbit/s 

Average broadband download speeds by settlement type:  
  

Urban 46Mbit/s 47Mbit/s 

Rural 20Mbit/s 25Mbit/s 

Percentage of premises that receive less than 2Mbit/s 1.1% 0.6% 

Number of premises that receive less than 2Mbit/s (approx.) 30,000 184,000 

Percentage of premises that receive less than 10Mbit/s 5.3% 3.2% 

Number of premises that receive less than 10Mbit/s (approx.) 140,000 942,000 

Data use (monthly average) 195 GB 190 GB 

 

3.1 This section examines the coverage and performance of fixed broadband services in 

Scotland. Despite significant improvements in recent years, Ofcom recognises that many 

Scottish consumers are still unable to access broadband services with decent speeds. We 

therefore highlight the action that is being taking improve the quality of broadband 

services for consumers in Scotland. 

                                                           

4 Data in this section regarding coverage was collected from operators with a reference date in May 2017. Data relating to 
the performance of the line, such as data use and the speed of the active broadband service, relates to June 2017. 
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Key findings 

 

3.2 The most important findings for fixed broadband in Scotland are: 

a) superfast broadband availability continues to increase and now reaches almost 87% of 

premises in Scotland; 

b) Six percent of premises in Scotland still struggle to get decent broadband services, a 

connection which provides a download speed of 10Mbit/s and an upload speed of at 

least 1Mbit/s, particularly in rural areas of Scotland; 

c) just over 5% of premises are unable to get a download speed of at least 10Mbit/s; 

d) a significant number of consumers could be getting faster speeds now with only 39% of 

connections in Scotland actually delivering superfast speeds;  

e) coverage of full fibre services has more than doubled, but is still only available to 1% of 

premises; and 

f) average monthly data consumption in Scotland has increased significantly from last 

year. 

Our approach to assessing coverage of fixed broadband services 

3.3 We receive data from a range of fixed broadband infrastructure providers which accurately 

describes the download and upload speeds available at every residential and small 

business property in the UK. In addition, we can combine that coverage data with data 

from providers, which describes the actual broadband speeds for every active line in the 

country. This gives us a highly-detailed view of both the range of services that can be 

delivered to every home and small business in the UK, and of the speeds of services that 

are actually being received by consumers. 

3.4 Ofcom, and therefore this report, defines ‘superfast’ as broadband services that deliver a 

download speed of at least 30Mbit/s. Both the UK Government and Scottish Government 
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have used alternative definitions, rating services delivering at least 24Mbit/s as ‘superfast’. 

It should be noted that the Scottish Government will be using a definition of 30 Mbit/s for 

its “Reaching 100%” broadband rollout programme.   

3.5 We also continue to report on the coverage of ‘ultrafast’ broadband services. There are 

several commonly-used definitions for ultrafast services, including one based on a 

download speed of at least 100Mbit/s. We believe that the definition of ultrafast should 

represent a significant increase over superfast and form the basis of a stretching, yet 

achievable, target for the next generation of broadband services. We therefore define 

ultrafast broadband as having a download speed of 300Mbit/s or more. 

Fixed broadband coverage 

Superfast broadband availability has increased  

Figure 3: Coverage of superfast broadband 

 2017 2016 2015 

UK 91% 89% 83% 

England 92% 90% 84% 

Northern Ireland 85% 83% 77% 

Scotland 87% 83% 73% 

Wales 89% 85% 79% 

Source: Ofcom analysis of operator data 

3.6 Superfast broadband coverage (i.e. defined by Ofcom as services with at least 30Mbit/s) 

continues to increase and is now available to 87% of premises in Scotland, compared to 

83% in 2016. Scotland has traditionally lagged behind the rest of the UK, but has benefited 

from some of the largest increases in coverage in recent years.  

Figure 4: Coverage of superfast broadband by urban and rural premises in Scotland 

 Availability of superfast broadband 

2017 2016 2015 

Urban 94% 90% 82% 

Rural 56% 46% 31% 

Source: Ofcom analysis of operator data 

3.7 These improvements have largely been driven by increases in rural coverage, where there 

has been an increase of 10 percentage points (pp) since 2016 and 25pp since 2015. The 

Digital Scotland Superfast Broadband programme has played an important role in 

delivering improvements to rural areas of Scotland and is considered in more detail later in 

this section.   
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What is superfast broadband and how is it delivered to homes and small 

businesses? 

We define superfast broadband as supporting download speeds of at least 30Mbit/s. To deliver 

these speeds, service providers typically need to install fibre optic cabling, which supports higher 

speeds than the copper cables used in traditional networks. The UK Government uses a different 

definition of superfast. It defines superfast as supporting download speeds of at least 24Mbit/s. 

The most commonly used technologies supporting SFBB are Fibre to the Cabinet, Fibre to the 

Premises or Cable. Other technologies, such as Fixed Wireless Access, can also be used to provide 

superfast speeds but its use in the UK is more limited.  

Fibre to the Cabinet (FTTC) 

This is the technology that is used to support most superfast lines, where the copper cable 

between the local exchange and the street cabinet is replaced with optical fibre, but the final 

connection to the consumer’s home or business is delivered over a copper line. The replacement 

of copper with fibre in the connection enables higher speeds for the consumer.  

                           Exchange                       Cabinet                                 DP 

                                                                                                              

                                                Optical Fibre              Copper line              Premises 

Fibre to the Premises 

This extends the fibre network to the customer premises and is capable of delivering very high 

speeds, well in excess of 300Mbit/s. We define this type of connection a “full fibre” connection. 

We define ultrafast broadband as broadband connections that support download speeds of at 

least 300Mbit/s.   

                           Exchange                         Cabinet                            DP 

                                                                                                          

                                                 Optical Fibre                                               Premises 

Cable 

In a traditional cable network, the connection between the cabinet and the customer’s home 

consists of a Hybrid Fibre-Coaxial (HFC) cable. Broadband services are delivered along the fibre 

cable to a cabinet and are then carried to the home via a co-axial copper connection which can 

support very high speeds, and therefore can provide ultrafast services. However, the bandwidth is 

shared between customers that are connected to the same headend (the cable equivalent of an 

exchange).  

                                                                  Cabinet                                      Premises    

                                                                                                                  

                                      Optical Fibre                             HFC line 
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Fixed Wireless 

In a Fixed Wireless network, the connection between the consumer’s home or office and the 

provider’s network is a wireless connection. Depending on the number of users served by the 

wireless connection, it is capable of delivering superfast speeds. 

                      Network                     Wireless/Mobile  

                      Nodes                            transmitter 

                                                               

                                      Fibre or wireless 

                                        backhaul                                                         Premises 

Coverage of full fibre services has more than doubled, but is still only 
available to 1% of premises  

3.8 Full fibre services, i.e. Fibre to the Premise (FTTP), are now available to 16,000 premises in 

Scotland (0.6%), up from 6,000 (0.2%) in 2016. Full fibre networks support broadband 

services with speeds of at least 1Gbit/s. Alternative network providers such as CityFibre, 

Gigaclear and Hyperoptic play a significant role here in delivering full fibre services to 

selected areas of Scotland. 

Ultrafast broadband is now available to a third of premises in Scotland 

Figure 5: Coverage of broadband services greater than 100Mbit/s, 300Mbit/s & 1Gbit/s, May 2017 

 Coverage of premises, % 

Download speed 
greater than 
100Mbit/s 

Download speed 
greater than 
300Mbit/s 

Download speed 
greater than 1Gbit/s 

UK 47% 36% 2% 

England 50% 39% 3% 

Northern Ireland 29% 25% 0% 

Scotland 38% 30% 1% 

Wales 24% 10% 3% 

Source: Ofcom analysis of operator data 

3.9 There has been a significant increase in the availability of ultrafast broadband services 

(defined as download speeds of 300Mbit/s or above), following Virgin Media’s 

announcement earlier this year to increase their fastest residential broadband service from 

200Mbit/s to 300Mbit/s. 38% of premises in Scotland now have access to broadband 

speeds of at least 100 Mbit/s. However, as noted elsewhere, the majority of premises in 

rural Scotland rely on the Openreach network and are not covered by Virgin Media’s cable 

network. This explains why only 3% of rural Scotland can achieve speeds of at greater than 

100Mbit/s, compared to 45% in urban areas. The Openreach network covers the whole of 
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Scotland and is used by BT and other retailers of phone and broadband services such as 

TalkTalk and Sky. 

Many consumers still struggle to get decent broadband services 

3.10 Despite the increase in coverage of superfast broadband services in rural areas, many 

homes and small businesses in Scotland are still unable to achieve broadband speeds that 

are adequate to perform a range of common online activities. The problem is more acute 

in rural areas, not just in Scotland but right across the UK.  

3.11 We estimate that around 150,000 premises in Scotland (6%) do not have access to decent 

broadband services, with a download speed of at least 10Mbit/s and an upload speed of 

1Mbit/s.5 By comparison, for the UK overall, we estimate 1.1m premises (4%) do not have 

access to decent broadband. 

3.12 We have refined our approach to estimate the number of premises that do not have access 

to a decent broadband service. In previous reports, we used modelled coverage data to 

estimate the highest speed for every premise in the UK, even where consumers have not 

taken up broadband or the fastest services. However, we have recently learned that the 

model used by Openreach to calculate the coverage of standard broadband6 does not fully 

reflect some recent technology upgrades and underestimates upload speeds. By 

comparing the predictive model results against data on the speeds delivered on actual 

broadband connections, we identified several hundred thousand more lines that reported 

speeds which met both the 10 Mbit/s downstream target and the 1 Mbit/s upstream 

target.  

3.13 Around 90% of the premises that do not have decent broadband do not have access to 

download speeds of at least 10Mbit/s. Figure 6 shows that 5% of premises in Scotland are 

still unable to achieve speeds of 10 Mbit/s compared to 3% in the UK as a whole.  

Figure 6: Coverage of 2, 5 and 10 Mbit/s broadband speeds 

Coverage of broadband 

faster than: 

Scotland UK 

2Mbit/s 99% 99% 

5Mbit/s 97% 98% 

10Mbit/s 95% 97% 

Source: Ofcom analysis of operator data 

3.14 Premises in rural areas are more likely to have poor broadband speeds for a number of 

reasons. A significant number of lines with speeds below 10Mbit/s are in areas where 

there are long distances from exchanges, and where services from other networks are not 

                                                           

5 We consider that this is the minimum level of broadband performance required for internet access to services such as 
web browsing, email and certain video services. 
6 Using ADSL technology 
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available. The longer distances between exchanges and premises reflect the lower 

population densities and disparate nature of premises in Scotland. 

3.15 In addition, many premises in both urban and rural areas are served by ‘exchange only’ 

cabinets. These cabinets cannot be easily upgraded to FTTC to support superfast 

broadband speeds and, as Figure 7 below shows, Scotland has a higher proportion of these 

lines than anywhere else in the UK. To upgrade these lines, BT are installing new cabinets 

as a part of their Copper Rearrangement (CuRE) programme. 

Figure 7: Proportion of Exchange Only (EO) Lines by nation 

  Number of Exchange Only Lines As a proportion of lines (in the nation) 

UK 1,399,000 4.1% 

England 1,101,000 3.9% 

Northern Ireland 15,000 1.6% 

Scotland 256,000 8.5% 

Wales 28,000 1.7% 

Source: Ofcom analysis of operator data 

3.16 Consumers in rural areas are also less likely to have a choice of multiple infrastructure 

providers and will be more reliant on the Openreach network, and in particular broadband 

services delivered over copper telephone lines.  

Why are broadband speeds lower in rural areas? 

For customers whose broadband is delivered using the copper telephone line, the 

distance between the premises and the exchange has an impact on the quality of service 

received, and in particular the speed of a consumer’s connection. Consumers who live in 

less densely populated parts of the UK are more reliant on this technology and are likely 

to live further from the exchange, and therefore achieve lower broadband speeds. 

This is due to the attenuation of the signal as it travels along the copper line, and the 

broadband signal becomes weaker. Speeds typically start to decrease between 1 and 2km 

from the exchange and are reduced considerably at distances more than 3.5km.7 

FTTC-based broadband uses optical fibre to the cabinet and therefore the length of 

copper wire is reduced. It can currently support superfast speeds up to 80Mbit/s. 

However, as some copper wire remains between the cabinet and the premises, there can 

be some decay in speeds for customers located a long way from a cabinet. Customers 

further than 700m from a cabinet are too far to receive superfast speeds.8  

                                                           

7 http://www.increasebroadbandspeed.co.uk/2012/graph-ADSL-speed-versus-distance 
8 http://www.increasebroadbandspeed.co.uk/2013/chart-bt-fttc-vdsl2-speed-against-distance 

http://www.increasebroadbandspeed.co.uk/2012/graph-ADSL-speed-versus-distance
http://www.increasebroadbandspeed.co.uk/2013/chart-bt-fttc-vdsl2-speed-against-distance
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Figure 8: The percentage of premises unable to get 2, 5 and 10 Mbit/s by urban and rural split 

Percentage of premises in Scotland that can receive download speeds at least 

 2Mbit/s 5Mbit/s 10Mbit/s 

Total 99% 97% 95% 

Urban 100% 100% 99% 

Rural 94% 86% 74% 

Source: Ofcom analysis of operator data 

3.17 Just over 29,500 premises in Scotland, around 1% of the total, cannot get a download 

speed of more than 2Mbit/s. This represents a modest improvement from 1.3% in 2016. It 

should be noted that of these premises, around 28,300 are in rural areas. Of the almost 

140,000 premises that cannot get a download speed of 10Mbit/s, around 118,000 of these 

are in rural areas. The lack of adequate broadband speeds in these areas risks creating a 

‘digital divide’ between those who can fully engage with new communications 

technologies and those who cannot. These premises can expect to see improvements via 

the broadband rollout programmes provided by the Scottish Government and UK 

Government (discussed in more detail below). 

3.18 Some households and businesses in rural areas of Scotland may need to rely on fixed 

wireless or satellite technologies which can provide hard-to-reach premises with better 

levels of service than they could achieve through fixed line options. This wireless 

technology can overcome some of the geographic challenges present in rolling out 

superfast infrastructure in Scotland. The wireless network plugs into the ‘backhaul’ which 

is the part of the network which connects the local exchange to the core network. 

A significant number of consumers could be getting faster speeds now 

3.19 Many consumers in Scotland could be receiving faster speeds now by upgrading their 

broadband service. While superfast broadband services are available to 87% of Scottish 

premises, only 39% have active connections that are delivering superfast speeds. It could 

be that not all consumers feel they need to have the fastest speed available. Some 46% of 

correspondents to UK-wide research conducted for Ofcom in March 2017 said they did not 

see the need for superfast broadband, 16% were satisfied with their existing connection 

and 15% felt that superfast broadband was too expensive for their needs. 9 

                                                           

9 Table 18, https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0036/99792/Consumer-issues-survey-experience-of-
nuisance-calls-March-2017.pdf, March 2017 

https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0036/99792/Consumer-issues-survey-experience-of-nuisance-calls-March-2017.pdf
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0036/99792/Consumer-issues-survey-experience-of-nuisance-calls-March-2017.pdf
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Figure 9: Number of active broadband connections that are delivering superfast speeds  

 Number of active connections delivering superfast speeds 

  Rurality % premises No. Lines (Approx.) 

UK Total 43% 11,376,000 

Urban 43% 10,339,000 

Rural 39% 1,036,000 

Scotland Total 39% 902,000 

Urban 40% 813,000 

Rural 36% 89,000 

Source: Ofcom analysis of operator data 

Broadband availability by local authority 

3.20 Local authorities in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland have seen some of the largest 

increases in superfast broadband availability in the UK. Consumers in Na H-Eileanan an Iar 

(the Western Isles) and Argyll and Bute have benefited from an increase of 15 percentage 

points. Superfast broadband rollout is particularly challenging in these areas, such as in Na 

H-Eileanan an lar where consumers are spread out across many different islands.  

Figure 10: Local authorities in UK with the largest increases in superfast broadband coverage 

Nation Local Authority Improvement in SFBB coverage (pp) 

Scotland Argyll and Bute 15 

Scotland Na h-Eileanan an lar 15 

England Herefordshire, County of 14 

England Kingston upon Hull, City of 14 

Source: Ofcom analysis of operator data 

3.21 Despite these increases, many premises in Argyll and Bute and Na h-Eileanan an Iar are still 

unable to achieve decent broadband speeds. Figure 11 below shows the percentage of 

premises unable to achieve broadband speeds of 2Mbit/s, 5 Mbit/s and 10 Mbit/s by 

selected local authority in Scotland.  
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Figure 11: The percentage of premises unable to get 2, 5 and 10 Mbit/s by selected local authority 

area in Scotland 

Local authority Percentage of premises with download speeds  

< 2Mbit/s <5Mbit/s <10Mbit/s 

Na h-Eileanan Siar 5% 10% 18% 

Orkney Islands 7% 14% 29% 

Highland 5% 8% 16% 

Shetland Islands 4% 9% 23% 

Aberdeenshire 4% 9% 14% 

Argyll and Bute 4% 7% 16% 

Scottish Borders 4% 7% 16% 

Perth and Kinross 3% 6% 12% 

Dumfries and Galloway 3% 7% 13% 

Angus 2% 4% 9% 

Moray 2% 5% 11% 

Source: Ofcom analysis of operator data 

3.22 Unsurprisingly, local authorities that are more rural, with more dispersed properties have a 

higher number of premises with access to broadband services that are unable to support 

decent broadband speeds. Consumers in the Northern Isles remain some of the most 

under-served in Scotland, with 29% of premises in Orkney and 23% of premises in Shetland 

unable to achieve speeds of 10 Mbit/s. These speeds are also unavailable to 16% of 

premises in Highland Council, 14% of premises in Aberdeenshire, 13% of premises in 

Dumfries and Galloway and 11% in Moray.  

3.23 Scottish local authorities with an interest in this data can download it via our website.10 We 

recognise the value in making this data available to third parties for their own analysis and 

we continue to work as part of our broader open data initiative to explore ways in which to 

further improve this. 

Broadband services available to small and medium sized businesses 

3.24 Connectivity is increasingly important for Scottish businesses, which rely on telephone and 

internet services to sell goods and services, connect to customers, deal with suppliers and 

manage their workforce. Beyond this, many digital businesses rely on broadband services 

for the actual delivery of their products and services. Reliable and high quality broadband 

and mobile connections are becoming ever more important to commerce and to the wider 

                                                           

10 https://www.ofcom.org.uk/research-and-data/data/opendata  

https://www.ofcom.org.uk/research-and-data/data/opendata
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economy. The Scottish Government has said it will assist businesses that want to make 

better use of digital infrastructure and adopt digital technology through its ‘Digital Boost’ 

programme.11 

3.25 Larger enterprises tend to be able to afford dedicated fibre based services to meet their 

needs so here we focus on provision for businesses with 249 or fewer employees - referred 

to as Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). As at March 2017, there were 363,235 SMEs 

operating in Scotland, providing an estimated 1.2 million jobs.12 These SMEs accounted for 

55% of all private sector employment in Scotland. 

Figure 12: Superfast broadband coverage for SMEs in Scotland 

  2017 2016 

Total superfast coverage, all premises in Scotland 87% 83% 

Superfast coverage for SMEs with 1 or more employees, premises 78% 72% 

Source: Ofcom analysis of operator data 

3.26 Superfast coverage for SMEs in Scotland has increased from 72% in 2016 to 78% in 2017. 

However, SMEs still experience lower coverage of superfast services than the population as 

a whole.  

Figure 13: Coverage for small business premises by technology and download speed, May 2017 

 Coverage of small business premises by technology and download speed, % 

 Superfast Full fibre Less than 10 Mbit/s 

UK 84% (2.7 million) 2% (70,000) 6% (188,000) 

England 85% 2% 5% 

Northern Ireland 75% 0% 12% 

Scotland 78%  0% 9% 

Wales 81% 4% 10% 

Source: Ofcom analysis of operator data 

Improving the availability of broadband services in Scotland 

Digital Scotland Superfast Broadband Programme  

3.27 The Scottish Government launched the ‘Digital Scotland Superfast Broadband’ (DSSB) 

programme as part of its aim to become a world class digital nation by 2020.13 It seeks to 

deliver access to fibre broadband services to around 95% of premises in Scotland by March 

                                                           

11 http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0052/00524214.pdf  
12 http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0052/00527402.pdf  
13 https://www.scotlandsuperfast.com/  

 

http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0052/00524214.pdf
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0052/00527402.pdf
https://www.scotlandsuperfast.com/
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2018.  In October 2017, the Scottish Government reported that around 90% of premises in 

Scotland now had access to fibre broadband (using the BDUK definition of 24 Mbit/s).14  

3.28 Alongside DSSB, the Scottish Government and Highland and Islands Enterprise operate the 

Community Broadband Scotland (CBS) programme.15 It works with communities across 

Scotland who will not benefit from the contracts described above. Although now closed to 

new applications, it offered advice, guidance and financial support to communities across 

Scotland on community-led broadband solutions. CBS provided capital funding to enable 

communities to acquire the assets and digital infrastructure they needed to benefit from 

better broadband provision. 

Broadband Universal Service Obligation 

3.29 In July 2017, the Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport (DMCS) consulted on 

plans for the broadband Universal Service Obligation (USO), which would have a minimum 

download speed of at least 10Mbit/s with additional quality parameters including a 

minimum of 1Mbit/s upload speed.16 

3.30 We estimate that as of May 2017, 6% of premises in Scotland do not have access to 

broadband with a download speed of at least 10Mbit/s or an upload speed of at least 

1Mbit/s. This is a decrease of 3pp, compared to 2016.   

3.31 For SMEs, 11% of small businesses in Scotland do not have access to broadband with a 

download speed at least 10Mbit/s or an upload speed of at least 1Mbit/s.Nine percent of 

small businesses do not have access to broadband with a download speed of at least 

10Mbit/s.  We will continue to work on these issues with the Federation of Small 

Businesses in Scotland and other interested business organisations. 

R100 Programme 

3.32 The Scottish Government is seeking to extend the availability of superfast broadband 

infrastructure to 100% of premises in Scotland by 2021 through its ‘Reaching 100% 

Programme’ (R100).17  

3.33 A public consultation on the proposed intervention areas was conducted over the summer 

to help inform the next stage of procurement.18 The R100 programme will utilise a range of 

public funding sources, including the Scottish Government, the UK Government, local 

authorities (including through City Regional Deals) and the European Union.  

                                                           

14 https://www.scotlandsuperfast.com/ 
15 http://www.hie.co.uk/community-support/community-broadband-scotland/   
16 https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/broadband-universal-service-obligation-consultation-on-design 
Alongside this consultation, they have published details of an offer made by BT to provide a similar broadband service 
voluntarily. The BT proposal would provide fixed broadband with a minimum speed of 10Mbit/s to 99% of the country by 
2022. https://www.openreach.co.uk/orpg/home/updates/downloads/Deliveringuniversalbroadbandcoverage.pdf  
17 http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0051/00515583.pdf  
18 https://beta.gov.scot/publications/digital-scotland-reaching-100-programme/  

https://www.scotlandsuperfast.com/
http://www.hie.co.uk/community-support/community-broadband-scotland/
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/broadband-universal-service-obligation-consultation-on-design
https://www.openreach.co.uk/orpg/home/updates/downloads/Deliveringuniversalbroadbandcoverage.pdf
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0051/00515583.pdf
https://beta.gov.scot/publications/digital-scotland-reaching-100-programme/
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Ofcom 

3.34 Ofcom recognises that wherever people are in the UK they need to receive the best 

possible broadband services. There have been significant improvements in the availability 

of superfast broadband services in Scotland in recent years as a result of the commercial 

rollout of superfast by BT and Virgin Media, the deployment of fibre-to-the-premises 

networks by smaller commercial providers as well as publicly funded rollout programmes 

led by Broadband Delivery UK (BDUK) and the Scottish Government. Despite this, 

consumers in rural areas are still more likely to receive poor broadband speeds. 

3.35 Ofcom will continue to engage in constructive dialogue and provide technical advice to the 

Scottish and UK Governments in support of their ongoing broadband rollout initiatives. We 

are also continuing to work with communications providers to improve the information 

they provide at the point of sale about the broadband speeds that the consumer is likely to 

receive.19 

Performance of fixed broadband services 

Consumers in Scotland are using more data than anywhere else in the UK 

Figure 14: Avg monthly total data usage in GB by nation  

                   2017                    2016 

UK 190 131 

England 190 133 

Northern Ireland 187 125 

Scotland 195 120 

Wales 190 122 

Source: Ofcom analysis of operator data 

3.36 Figure 14 above highlights that data consumption in Scotland has increased. The rise from 

an average of 120GB per month to 195 per month is the biggest increase of any UK nation 

and is significantly higher than the UK average of 190GB per month. 

3.37 Consumers who take up superfast broadband will find that faster download and upload 

speeds enables them to use a much wider range of multimedia applications than they 

could with slower connections. These include: 

a) Online video services, such as You Tube, iPlayer and Netflix. These services offer video 

for download or streaming in standard, high and, increasingly, ultra-high definition 

formats; 

b) Video calling services, such as Skype or Apple’s FaceTime; and 

                                                           

19https://www.ofcom.org.uk/consultations-and-statements/category-1/broadband-speeds-codes-practice  

https://www.ofcom.org.uk/consultations-and-statements/category-1/broadband-speeds-codes-practice
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c) Cloud-based services for back-up of data or sharing content with friends or colleagues. 

Figure 15: Average monthly data usage upload and download speeds by rurality 

Scotland  

Urban Avg download speeds 46 (Mbit/s) 

Avg monthly data usage 207 (GB) 

Rural Avg download speeds 20 (Mbit/s) 

Avg monthly data usage 140 (GB) 

Source: Ofcom analysis of operator data 

3.38 Unsurprisingly, there is a clear link between faster download speeds and higher data 

consumption. Figure 15 above highlights the contrast between urban and rural premises in 

Scotland. 

3.39 Ofcom’s latest Communications Market Report considers in greater detail how consumers 

in Scotland use the communications services available to them.20 Our data highlights 

changes in how people communicate with others, watch or listen to content, seek 

information, shop, and participate in the digital world. 

                                                           

20 https://www.ofcom.org.uk/research-and-data/multi-sector-research/cmr/cmr-2017/scotland  

https://www.ofcom.org.uk/research-and-data/multi-sector-research/cmr/cmr-2017/scotland
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4. Mobile voice and data services in Scotland 

Mobile coverage scorecard for 201721 

Mobile networks22 Scotland UK 

Indoor voice premises (coverage by all four 

operators) 

87% 90% 

Geographic voice (coverage by all four operators) 40% 70% 

Indoor data premises (coverage by all four 

operators) 

82% 85% 

Geographic data (coverage by all four operators) 31% 63% 

Indoor voice premises (complete not-spots) 1% 1% 

Geographic voice (complete not-spots) 22% 9% 

Indoor data premises (complete not-spots) 2% 0.6% 

Geographic data (complete not-spots) 33% 12% 

Outdoor voice premises (coverage by all four 

operators) 

96% 98% 

Outdoor data premises (coverage by all four 

operators) 

93% 96% 

Outdoor voice premises (complete not-spots) 0% 0% 

Outdoor data premises (complete not-spots) 1% 0% 

 

4.1 Mobile services are playing an increasingly important role in our daily lives. Consumers 

expect that mobile devices will work reliably, whether at home, at work, or on the move. In 

this section we provide an update on the levels of mobile voice and data coverage across 

Scotland. 

4.2 The information on coverage levels in this chapter is based on predicted mobile signal 

strength data provided to us by all mobile network operators in June 2017. Operators are 

continuing to deploy base stations and to optimise the performance of existing ones. It is 

therefore likely that coverage levels have increased since this data was collected, especially 

for 4G networks. 

                                                           

21 Data in this section relates to June 2017. 
22 Coverage thresholds are: 2G indoor (-71dBm), 2G outdoor (-81dBm), 3G indoor (-90dBm), 3G outdoor (-100dBm), 4G 
voice services indoor (-95dBm), 4G voice services outdoor (-105dBm), 4G data services indoor (-105dBm) and 4G data 
services outdoor (-115dBm). 
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4.3 We will publish an update on mobile coverage levels in Spring 2018. In the meantime, our 

online coverage checker tool23 and mobile app24 are regularly updated and provide 

consumers with the latest information on the availability of all mobile operators’ services.  

Key findings  

 

4.4 The most important findings for mobile services in Scotland are: 

a) mobile voice services from all four operators now cover 87% of indoor premises in 

Scotland; 

b) geographic voice and data coverage from all four operators has improved but still 

significantly lags behind the rest of the UK; 

c) there remain large areas of Scotland’s landmass where it is not possible to receive a 

mobile voice (22%) or mobile data (33%) service; 

d) geographic 4G coverage in Scotland has increased to 17% from 6% but still significantly 

lags behind the rest of the UK; and 

e) challenges remain in delivering mobile coverage to consumers on the move, with only 

46% of Scotland’s A&B roads covered by mobile voice services.  

 

                                                           

23 https://checker.ofcom.org .uk 
24 https://www.ofcom.org.uk/phones-telecoms-and-internet/advice-for-consumers/advice/ofcom-checker 

https://checker.ofcom.org.uk/
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/phones-telecoms-and-internet/advice-for-consumers/advice/ofcom-checker
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Mobile delivery technologies 

There are currently three generations of technology used to deliver mobile services to 

consumers in the UK. 

• 2G was the first digital mobile technology, launched in the UK in 1992. It is used to 

deliver voice, text services and low-speed data services. 2G services are delivered by 

O2, Vodafone and EE. 

• 3G is a later generation of digital mobile technology, launched in 2003, and provides 

typical download speeds of over 5Mbit/s. 3G supports voice, text and data services, 

and services are operated by O2, Vodafone, EE and Three. 

• 4G is the latest generation of mobile technology, launched in 2012, and provides 

typical download speeds of over 10Mbit/s, with some services able to deliver 

significantly higher. These services are operated by O2, Vodafone, EE and Three. 

Reporting coverage in a way that reflects consumer expectations 

4.5 It is important that information on mobile coverage is reported in way that is accessible, 

comparable and accurate, so that consumers can make informed decisions about the 

services they take. However, accurately defining and predicting mobile coverage is not 

straightforward and consumers can often feel that the information they receive does not 

reflect their experience when using their phones. 

4.6 This year, Ofcom has identified measures for reporting on mobile coverage for 4G services 

that reflects how people actually use their phones. This is consistent with our approach for 

earlier generations of mobile technologies. 

4.7 We define mobile coverage in terms that reflect the likely expectations of smartphone 

users: 
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a) Telephone calls: We require that nearly all 90-second telephone calls can be 

completed without interruption; 

b) Data services: We require that nearly all connections deliver a speed of at least 

2Mbit/s. This is fast enough to allow users to browse the internet and watch glitch-free 

mobile video.  

4.8 We have used crowdsourced data from real world consumer handsets to identify the signal 

levels needed to meet these targets at least 95% of the time.  

4.9 Our definition of 4G coverage is different to that used by mobile operators and in previous 

coverage obligations. The coverage figures in this report will appear lower and, therefore, 

care must be taken in making comparisons with coverage figures from different sources. 

How we assess mobile coverage 

4.10 When we report on mobile coverage, we often focus on the services offered by networks, 

rather than the technologies themselves. This is because the latest generation of mobile 

phones support all of these technologies and if, for example, a 3G network is unavailable, 

the phone will automatically switch to a 2G network to make a call. We therefore report on 

voice and data services. 

4.11 The coverage of voice services is determined by the combined coverage of 2G and 3G 

networks, plus the 4G voice networks provided by EE and Three. Vodafone and O2 are 

currently testing 4G voice services and we expect them to become available to consumers 

more widely over the coming 12 months. The coverage of data networks is determined by 

the combined coverage of 3G and 4G networks. 

4.12 All operators now allow their customers, with the correct handset, to make voice calls over 

Wi-Fi, which means that consumers should be able to make and receive phone calls in 

more places than ever before. We do not include Wi-Fi networks in our assessment of 

voice coverage. 
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Mobile coverage – voice and data services 

There have been further increases in indoor coverage but geographic voice 
and data coverage still significantly lags behind the rest of the UK 

Figure 16: Coverage of mobile voice services from all operators 

 Geographic coverage, 
% landmass 

Indoor coverage, % 
premises 

Outdoor coverage, % 
premises 

2017 2016 2017 2016 2017 2016 

UK 70% 63% 90% 85% 98% 96% 

England 88% 81% 91% 86% 99% 98% 

Northern Ireland 83% 76% 78% 73% 95% 92% 

Scotland 40% 35% 87% 81% 96% 94% 

Wales 62% 50% 80% 70% 93% 89% 

Source: Ofcom analysis of operator data 

4.13 Consumers in Scotland can now make phone calls from 87% of indoor premises, up from 

81% in 2016. Scotland compares reasonably well compared to the other parts of the UK 

with only 78% of premises in Northern Ireland and 80% of premises in Wales receiving 

indoor voice coverage. 

4.14 Operators mainly use their 2G and 3G networks to provide voice services. EE and Three 

have upgraded their 4G networks to also support voice services and an increasing number 

of handsets are compatible with this new technology (known as VoLTE, or Voice over LTE). 

Vodafone and O2 are continuing to work towards the launch of VoLTE services. 

Figure 17: Coverage of mobile data services from all operators  

 Geographic coverage, 
% landmass 

Indoor coverage, % 
premises 

Outdoor coverage, % 
premises 

2017 2016 2017 2016 2017 2016 

UK 63% 53% 85% 79% 96% 93% 

England 82% 72% 87% 82% 97% 95% 

Northern Ireland 76% 70% 75% 70% 93% 90% 

Scotland 31% 20% 82% 74% 93% 87% 

Wales 52% 27% 73% 57% 88% 76% 

Source: Ofcom analysis of operator data 
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4.15 Geographic coverage of data services remains significantly lower in Scotland compared to 

rest of the UK. While 63% of the UK’s landmass has mobile data coverage from all 

operators, only 31% of Scotland is covered (up from 20% in 2016). 

4.16 Operators mostly use their 3G and 4G networks to provide higher-speed mobile data 

services to their customers. 2G networks are excluded from our assessment of data 

coverage as they are only capable of supporting lower-speed data connections. 

Figure 18: Coverage of 4G mobile services 

 Geographic 4G coverage, % landmass Indoor 4G coverage, % of premises 

2017 2016 2017 2016 

UK 43% 21% 58% 40% 

England 60% 32% 60% 42% 

Northern Ireland 60% 30% 44% 34% 

Scotland 17% 6% 53% 33% 

Wales 24% 7% 34% 13% 

Source: Ofcom analysis of operator data 

4.17 Figure 18 above shows the increase in 4G coverage in the UK from all operators between 

June 2016 and 2017. While there has been a considerable improvement in indoor 4G 

coverage in Scotland, there are still significant variations across the UK, particularly in 

geographic coverage. England and Northern Ireland receive 4G coverage across 60% of 

their landmass compared to just 17% in Scotland.  

4.18 The lower geographic coverage of voice and data services in Scotland is linked to the fact 

that a greater proportion of its landmass is classed as rural. Mobile coverage is more 

difficult to provide in these areas than urban areas on a commercial basis due to their 

lower population density. Mobile operators also face significant challenges installing 

network equipment in very rural areas as a result of: 

a) terrain, e.g. steep mountains making it harder to reliably deliver coverage deep into 

valleys and glens; 

b) policy, e.g. planning restrictions on where mobile base stations can be built, especially 

in areas of natural beauty; or 

c) practical factors, such as difficulties in securing and maintaining a reliable power supply 

for the base station. 
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Figure 19: Coverage of mobile services by urban/rural split 

 Indoor premises Outdoor premises Outdoors geographic 

4G Voice Data 4G Voice Data 4G Voice Data 

Scotland Urban 61% 
(↑22pp) 

94% 
(↑4pp) 

91% 
(↑6pp) 

91% 
(↑20pp) 

100% 
(0pp) 

98% 
(↑4pp) 

86% 
(↑21pp) 

97% 
(↑1pp) 

96% 
(↑6pp) 

Rural 18% 
(↑13pp) 

52% 
(↑13pp) 

45% 
(↑16pp) 

45% 
(↑27pp) 

78% 
(↑7pp) 

69% 
(↑18pp) 

15% 
(↑11pp) 

39% 
(↑5pp) 

30% 
(↑11pp) 

Source: Ofcom analysis of operator data 

4.19 Figure 19 above highlights the stark contrast in coverage of mobile voice and data services 

between urban and rural areas of Scotland. There have been notable improvements in 

rural coverage since last year (indicated by percentage points the table above) but 

significant challenges remain addressing inadequate 4G coverage in particular.  

4.20 The decision to offer mobile coverage in a particular area is essentially a commercial 

judgement by the mobile network operators. Profitability will depend on the likely demand 

for mobile services as well as the costs of providing these services. The main drivers of local 

availability are likely to be differences in the density and composition of the local 

population and the topography of the local area. This is reflected in the marked difference 

between coverage of voice services in urban and rural areas across the UK and in Scotland.  

Figure 20: Coverage of mobile services in Scotland by network operator 
 

O2 Vodafone EE Three 

Indoor voice premises 96% 95% 92% 93% 

Indoor data premises 93% 91% 95% 88% 

Geographic voice 65% 68% 55% 51% 

Geographic data 47% 46% 54% 47% 

Source: Ofcom analysis of operator data 

4.21 All of the mobile operators provided indoor premises voice coverage to at least 92% of 

premises in Scotland. Operators’ outdoor geographic voice coverage shows a greater 

spread between the operators, with Three covering 51% of Scotland’s landmass compared 

to Vodafone which provided coverage to 68%. 
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Consumers in many parts of Scotland still struggle to get a reliable voice and 
data service 

Figure 21: Mobile voice and data ‘not-spots’ Scotland  
  

Indoor Voice 

(premises)   

Indoor Data 

(premises) 

Voice 

(geographic)  

Data 

(geographic) 

Partial Not-Spots 12% 15% 38% 36% 

Urban 6% 9% 2% 4% 

Rural 40% 44% 39% 37% 

Complete Not-Spots 1% 2% 22% 33% 

Urban 0% 0% 0.1% 0.1% 

Rural 8% 12% 23% 34% 

Premises covered by all 

operators 

87% 82% 40% 31% 

Urban 94% 91% 97% 96% 

Rural 52% 45% 39% 30% 

Source: Ofcom analysis of operator data 

4.22 There remain some areas of Scotland not covered by all four operators (partial not-spots) 

and many geographic areas with no mobile communications coverage at all (complete not-

spots). Consumers are unable to make voice calls from all operators in almost 40% of 

Scotland’s landmass for example.  

4.23 Consumers in urban areas of Scotland are relatively well served by voice and data networks 

but those in rural areas continue to experience poor levels of mobile coverage. Not spots 

are more prevalent in rural areas as demonstrated by Figure 21 above. It shows that 40% 

of indoor premises in rural areas in Scotland are unable to receive voice coverage from all 

four operators compared to only 6% of urban areas. 
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Challenges remain in delivering mobile coverage to consumers on the move 
in Scotland 

Figure 22: In car mobile coverage on UK roads 

 A and B roads, % road network Motorways, % road network 

Voice coverage Data coverage Voice coverage Data coverage 

UK 68% 58% 97% 91% 

England 78% 67% 97% 91% 

Northern Ireland 62% 54% 91% 81% 

Scotland 46% 39% 96% 88% 

Wales 53% 42% 99% 96% 

Source: Ofcom analysis of operator data 

4.24 Good mobile coverage is important for road users. For workers on the move it provides a 

vital means to stay in contact with colleagues and customers; and it allows drivers or 

pedestrians to call for help in an emergency.  

4.25 Scotland has motorways concentrated in the central belt but the key cities outside this 

area of the country are served by A&B roads. As a result, these roads can see high volumes 

of traffic. Figure 22 above shows that many A&B roads in Scotland are under-served and 

lack adequate voice and data coverage compared to other nations in the UK. 

4.26 Figure 23 below provides a more granular assessment of road coverage by mobile network 

operator. All operators provide full coverage along Scotland’s motorways, but Vodafone 

has the most extensive voice coverage along A&B roads.  

Figure 23: In car road coverage in Scotland by mobile network operator 

 EE Three O2 Vodafone 

 Voice Data Voice Data Voice Data Voice Data 

Motorways 99% 99% 98% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

A&B Roads 64% 67% 64% 57% 69% 58% 72% 55% 

Source: Ofcom analysis of operator data 

Improving the availability of mobile services in Scotland 

Scottish Government’s Mobile Action Plan 

4.27 The Scottish Government published a Mobile Action Plan in June 2016 to deliver improved 

investment in mobile infrastructure – and increased coverage – alongside the commercial 
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investment in mobile networks currently being made by all four mobile operators.25 It 

hopes to do this by creating a collaborative working relationship with the four UK mobile 

network operators but the plan also recognises the role of other bodies including the UK 

Government and Ofcom.  

4.28 In July 2017, the Scottish Government introduced reforms to the Scottish planning system, 

making it easier and faster for operators to build new or extend existing infrastructure. The 

Scottish Government also plans to introduce rental guidance to help facilitate the 

deployment of mobile infrastructure utilising publicly owned assets.  

4.29 In August 2017, the Scottish Government launched a new 4G Infill Programme designed to 

deliver coverage to some of the most under-served areas of Scotland. Phase 1 of this 

programme is expected to enter procurement in late 2017 and will address a limited 

number of mobile notspots. The Scottish Government will invest up to £25 million in this 

phase, partly drawing on European Regional Development Fund resources. It is also 

working in partnership with the Scottish Futures Trust to develop a second, more 

comprehensive phase of procurement, expected over the next 18 months. 

Coverage obligations 

4.30 Mobile coverage obligations are one way of driving improvements in mobile coverage 

across the UK. These obligations are attached as conditions to spectrum licences and tie 

operators to providing a certain level of service to a proportion of the landmass, 

population or premises in the UK. 

4.31 In February 2015 Ofcom varied the licences of the UK’s four mobile network operators to 

improve mobile coverage across the country.26 This followed an agreement reached 

between the Government, and EE, O2, Three and Vodafone in December 2014 to increase 

mobile coverage.27 The February 2015 licence variations committed the four operators to 

provide voice coverage across 90% of the UK’s landmass by the end of 2017.  

4.32 As well as voice coverage obligations, O2 is subject to a data coverage obligation, that they 

will provide indoor coverage of mobile data services capable of 2Mbit/s or more, to 98% of 

UK premises by the end of December this year. The other main operators have indicated 

that they will match this commitment. 

4.33 The data shown relating to mobile coverage in the Connected Nations report are based on 

information submitted by the mobile operators and relate to June 2017. This means that 

the levels of coverage shown in this section cannot be used to make conclusions about 

mobile operators’ compliance with the voice coverage obligations. We do not report on 

data coverage as per the data coverage obligation here due to the differences in the 

metrics used to calculate the coverage figures under the data obligation. 

                                                           

25 http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0050/00501359.pdf  
26 https://www.ofcom.org.uk/about-ofcom/latest/media/media-releases/2015/mno-variations 
27 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/government-secures-landmark-deal-for-uk-mobile-phone-users  

http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0050/00501359.pdf
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/about-ofcom/latest/media/media-releases/2015/mno-variations
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/government-secures-landmark-deal-for-uk-mobile-phone-users
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Ofcom 

4.34 One of our priorities as a regulator is to get to a position where everyone in the UK can 

reliably make mobile phone calls. We do this by ensuring that valuable spectrum is used 

efficiently and considering targeted coverage obligations where appropriate.  

4.35 Ofcom recognises that further improvements in mobile coverage are needed in Scotland. 

Coverage has improved over the past year as operators have continued their commercial 

deployments and the picture will continue to improve over the coming years. 

4.36 We are also still considering whether future spectrum auctions can be used improve the 

availability of mobile services in the UK (e.g. in rural areas and other ‘not spots’ in 

Scotland). We intend to do this by attaching coverage obligations to the spectrum we are 

auctioning - in particular the award of 700 MHz spectrum band which is well suited to 

providing better coverage over longer distances. We expect to conduct the auction in 

2018/19. We are planning to consult in 2018 on specific proposals for the 700MHz band.  

4.37 We know that consumers will continue to face issues with the quality and coverage of 

service they receive, particularly in more rural areas. Our field tests indicate that 

consumers will continue to experience intermittent problems when making calls, such as 

call drops, particularly when in the outer reaches of coverage areas (i.e. furthest from the 

masts). This variation in service quality is reflected on our interactive coverage maps, 

which use green and amber to reflect variation in likely consumer experience when making 

voice calls.28   

4.38 Last year we piloted a new methodology to measure the consumer experience of using 

mobile services across the UK. A panel of consumers downloaded our Android smartphone 

application and measured real-time information about their network performance. The 

data gathered from 368 people in Scotland will help inform our understanding of mobile 

services in all areas of the UK. Our second stage of fieldwork is currently underway, and 

anyone with an Android smartphone can downloading the application. More information 

and the findings from the first stage of research is available on our website.29  

                                                           

28 https://checker.ofcom.org.uk/  
29 https://www.ofcom.org.uk/research-and-data/telecomsresearch/mobile-smartphones/consumer-mobile-experience 

https://checker.ofcom.org.uk/
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/research-and-data/telecomsresearch/mobile-smartphones/consumer-mobile-experience
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A1. Methodology 
A1.1 This report uses data gathered from the largest operators in each sector, as well as 

information already held by Ofcom. Further information can be found in the Methodology 

section of the UK Connected Nations report. 

Fixed broadband networks 

Coverage 

A1.2 Our data on coverage of fixed broadband services is collected from the three main network 

operators, (BT, KCOM and Virgin Media) and eight smaller providers. In 2017 operators 

were asked to provide data for each address where a service was provided. This was 

provided with a reference date of 17 May 2017. 

A1.3 This data was matched to a premise list derived from the Ordnance Survey (OS) 

Addressbase® product30 (May 2017 version, Epoch 49). This was combined with additional 

geographic classifications from the ONS National Statistics Postcode Lookup (NSPL)31 (May 

2017 version) and Urban and Rural categories derived from the Locale classification32 (Feb 

2017 version, where settlements with populations over 2,000 are considered urban). 

A1.4 Where we report on the availability of superfast broadband for SMEs, we have used an 

address match process to link our premise base to a business classification. Data is based 

on the Blue Sheep Business Universe33. 

A1.5 Each operator provides information on the technology available together with predictions 

of download and upload speeds. After the address matching process these characteristics 

are assigned to each premise to enable further detailed analysis to be undertaken. We 

apply thresholds in our analysis to investigate different patterns of provision. For coverage 

we have used the maximum predicted download speed available at a premise to 

determine the broadband category a premise is represented in. 

Performance metrics, speeds and data use 

A1.6 We gathered data from the main fixed broadband internet service providers (BT, KCOM, 

Sky, TalkTalk, Virgin Media and Vodafone) on both their retail services and the services 

they provide to other ISPs as a wholesale service. Seven smaller operators also provided 

data on the customers they serve. This was provided with a reference date of 30th June 

2017. 

A1.7 Our analysis of broadband speeds is based on the information provided by these ISPs 

regarding the sync speed of each active line. This gives a measure of the maximum possible 

                                                           

30 https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/business-and-government/products/addressbase-products.html  
31 http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/geography/products/postcode-directories/-nspp-/index.html  
32 http://www.bluewavegeographics.com/images/LOCALE_Classification.pdf  
33 http://www.allmapdata.com/products/digital-map-data/business-poi/blue-sheep-poi/  

https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/business-and-government/products/addressbase-products.html
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/geography/products/postcode-directories/-nspp-/index.html
http://www.bluewavegeographics.com/images/LOCALE_Classification.pdf
http://www.allmapdata.com/products/digital-map-data/business-poi/blue-sheep-poi/
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connection speed achievable between the ISP’s access network and the consumer 

premises. Line speed measurements are typically a few Mbit/s lower than sync speed 

measurement, and they typically vary throughout the day depending on the level of 

congestion in the ISP’s network.  

Mobile coverage 

A1.8 Our data on the coverage of mobile networks were collected from the four mobile network 

operators, EE, O2, Three and Vodafone as 100m x 100m pixels referenced against the 

Ordnance Survey Great Britain (OSGB) grid system, for their coverage as at 1st June 2017 

for 2G, 3G and 4G networks. Premises coverage is calculated from the OS Addressbase® 

product34 (May 2017 version, Epoch 49). 

A1.9 In addition, geographic identifiers are added from the ONS NSPL35 (May 2017 version) and 

Urban and Rural categories are added from the Locale classification36 (Feb 2017 version). 

Roads data is taken from Ordnance Survey37 and Northern Ireland Land & Property Services 

Open Data sources38. 

A1.10 We apply technology-specific thresholds to each of 100m x 100m pixels to determine 

whether a sufficiently strong signal is available to successfully make a phone call or send or 

receive data. These pixels are aggregated to provide an estimate of either the landmass or 

the number of premises that are covered by the corresponding mobile technology. 

A1.11 We have undertaken measurement work to identify the minimum coverage level (the 

technology-specific threshold) required to deliver a good quality of experience to 

consumers on a network. This was completed in 2017 for 4G network coverage using a 

similar approach to that undertaken previously for 2G and 3G networks. 

A1.12 For 2G, 3G and, now, 4G networks, we define coverage based on the minimum signal 

strength required to deliver a 98% probability of making a phone call successfully. In the 

case of 4G specifically, our definition also delivers a 90% chance of getting a download 

speed of at least 2Mbit/s. 

A1.13 We use the following specific signal strength thresholds when estimating coverage: 

Service Metric Outdoor Indoor and in-car 

Voice: 2G 

3G 

4G 

RxLev 

RSCP CPiCH 

RSRP 

-81dBm 

-100dBm 

-105dBm 

-71dBm 

-90dBm 

-95dBm 

Data: 3G 

4G 

RSCP CPiCH 

RSRP 

-100dBm 

-115dBm 

-90dBm 

-105dBm 

                                                           

34 https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/business-and-government/products/addressbase-products.html  
35 http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/geography/products/postcode-directories/-nspp-/index.html  
36 http://www.bluewavegeographics.com/images/LOCALE_Classification.pdf  
37 https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/business-and-government/products/os-open-roads.html  
38 https://www.opendatani.gov.uk/dataset/osni-open-data-50k-transport-line1  

https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/business-and-government/products/addressbase-products.html
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/geography/products/postcode-directories/-nspp-/index.html
http://www.bluewavegeographics.com/images/LOCALE_Classification.pdf
https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/business-and-government/products/os-open-roads.html
https://www.opendatani.gov.uk/dataset/osni-open-data-50k-transport-line1
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A2. Glossary 
2G Second generation of mobile telephony systems. Uses digital transmission to support voice, low-

speed data communications, and short messaging services.  

3G Third generation of mobile systems. Provides high-speed data transmission and supports multi-

media applications such as video, audio and internet access, alongside conventional voice services.  

4G Fourth generation of mobile systems. It is designed to provide faster data download and upload 

speeds on mobile networks.  

Access network An electronic communications network which connects end-users to a service 

provider; running from the end-user's premises to a local access node and supporting the provision 

of access-based services. It is sometimes referred to as the 'local loop' or the 'last mile'.  

ADSL Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line. A digital technology that allows the use of a standard 

telephone line to provide high-speed data communications. Allows higher speeds in one direction 

('downstream' towards the customer) than the other.  

Backhaul The part of the communications network which connects the local exchange to the ISP's 

core network  

Base station This is the active equipment installed at a mobile transmitter site. The equipment 

installed determines the types of access technology that are used at that site.  

Broadband A data service or connection generally defined as being 'always on' and providing a 

bandwidth greater than narrowband connections. 

Broadband USO Broadband Universal Service Obligation. A proposed requirement which will give 

every household and business the right to request a broadband connection at a minimum speed, up 

to a reasonable cost threshold. 

Core network The central part of any network aggregating traffic from multiple backhaul and access 

networks. 

Decent Broadband Broadband services that provide download speeds of at least 10 Mbit/s and 

upload speeds of at least 1 Mbit/s. 

DSL Digital Subscriber Line. A family of technologies generally referred to as DSL, or xDSL, capable of 

transforming ordinary phone lines (also known as 'twisted copper pairs') into high-speed digital 

lines, capable of supporting advanced services such as fast internet access and video on demand. 

ADSL and VDSL (very high speed digital subscriber line) are variants of xDSL). 

FTTC Fibre to the Cabinet. Access network consisting of optical fibre extending from the access node 

to the street cabinet. The street cabinet is usually located only a few hundred metres from the 

subscribers' premises. The remaining segment of the access network from the cabinet to the 

customer is usually a copper pair. 

FTTP Fibre to the Premises. A form of fibre optic communication delivery in which the optical signal 

reaches the end user's home or office. Also known as full fibre broadband. 
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LTE Long Term Evolution. This is 4G technology which is designed to provide faster upload and 

download speeds for data on mobile networks.  

MNO Mobile Network Operator, a provider who owns a cellular mobile network.  

Not-spot An area which is not covered by fixed or mobile networks. 

Smartphone A mobile phone that offers more advanced computing ability and connectivity than a 

contemporary basic 'feature' phone.  

Superfast broadband Broadband services that deliver download speeds of at least 30 Mbit/s.   

Ultrafast broadband Broadband services that deliver download speeds of greater than 300 Mbit/s.   

VDSL Very High Speed DSL. A high speed variant of DSL technology, which provides a high headline 

speed through reducing the length of the access line copper by connecting to fibre at the cabinet.  

Wi-Fi A short range wireless access technology that allows devices to connect to a network through 

using any of the 802.11 standards. These technologies allow an over-the-air connection between a 

wireless client and a base station or between two wireless clients.  

xDSL The generic term for the Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) family of technologies used to provide 
broadband services over a copper telephone line. 

 


